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The 2008 financial crisis caused enormous harm. In most advanced economies output per
capita is some 10-15% below pre-crisis trend: in several, median real wages are no higher
than they were 10 years or even longer ago.
But even before the crisis, something seemed amiss in many advanced economies. The
bottom quartile of American earners had received no increase in real wages for 25 years.
And while the crisis resulted from two decades of rapid credit growth, that credit growth
produced only moderate rather than exceptional output growth. We seem to be suffering a
severe hangover, without even much of a party.
There is therefore a danger that reforms focussed solely on the financial system itself, and
on the immediate causes of the 2008 crisis, will be insufficient to address more fundamental
problems.
In this lecture I therefore consider four trends which not only have profound implications
for financial and macroeconomic stability , but which are important in themselves, raising
wide ranging challenges for public policy and for economic theory .
They are (Exhibit1): increasing inequality; rising wealth to income ratios; increasing private
sector leverage; and much lower real interest rates.


Increasing inequality. The bottom 20% of US earners have received no real wage
increase since 1980: the top 1% have enjoyed a tripling of real income. (Exhibit2) In
other economies the trend is not so extreme: but the direction is almost universal.



Increasing wealth relative to income. As the French economist Thomas Piketty puts it
“wealth is back”. In the 18th and 19th century, total accumulated wealth was about
600% of national income: that fell to around 300 to 400% by the mid-20th century. It
has returned to around 600% in many advanced economies. (Exhibit 3)



Increasing private sector leverage. Exhibit 4 shows a calculation taken from Carmen
Reinhart and Kenneth Rogoff of private sector debt as a % of GDP in 22 advanced
economies. It rises continuously from 50% in the early 1950s to 170% on the eve of
the crisis. And leverage is now rising very rapidly in many emerging economies –
most dramatically in China.
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Falling real interest rates. In the late 1980s, an investor could buy a UK or US
government index linked twenty-year bond giving a risk-free real return of around
3.5%: by 2007 that was around 1.5%: after the crisis it fell to zero. (Exhibit 5)

These trends are of fundamental importance. Indeed I argue in this paper that


We cannot understand the crisis of 2007 -08 and the slow pace of recovery unless
we understand these trends, their causes and the important inter linkages between
them.



Policies designed to contain financial and macroeconomic instability will be
ineffective unless they respond to these fundamental changes in the shape of our
economy.



Understanding the linkages between these trends is key to answering the question
Larry Summers has recently posed – whether, separate from the direct
consequences of the 2008 financial crisis, the advanced economies face a longer
term problem of “secular stagnation”.

I consider each trend in turn, and then how they fit together. I suggest some implications
for economic theory and for public policy. I finish with an account on “secular stagnation”:
what does it mean, does it exist, and how do these four trends relate to it.
Before I start on that journey however let me at least give a few indicators of where we are
heading. We tend to assume that:


Equity value is created by investment , and wealth is accumulated out of savings
…but in fact we see large equity value without much investment, and enormous
wealth accumulation without savings.



Banks take deposits from savers and lend money to finance capital investment
...but in fact banks create money and purchasing power, and most lending is
unrelated to capital investment.



In the “new economy” physical assets are less important.
…but in fact the value of land accounts for a relentlessly increasing share of total
wealth.



Economic growth will deliver widespread prosperity
…. but this may not be true in the face of information and communications
technology.

As a result, we need new approaches both to economic theory and public policy.
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1. Rising inequality
Pre-tax income inequality has increased dramatically in several advanced economies along
two dimensions.


In several countries, but not all, lower income earners have suffered very significant
declines relative to the mean or median, and in some countries have ceased to share
at all in rising average prosperity.



In almost all countries, though to varying degrees, the top 10% of earners have
pulled away from the median, the top 1% from the rest of the top 10%, and the top
0.1% or the top 0.01% done even better still, in a fractal pattern of ever increasing
spread.

This increase in income inequality reflects both


Increasing inequality of earned income.



A tendency for the share of national income flowing to capital owners to increase at
the expense of labour’s factor share. This is related to the increase in the importance
of wealth which is considered in Section 2. And it tends to increase inequality, since
wealth and incomes from capital are more unequally distributed than earned
incomes.

Why are these trends occurring? There are many factors at work.


At the bottom end of the income distribution, globalisation of product and capital
markets has undoubtedly played a role, reducing the free market value of lower
skilled workers in advanced economies in the face of competition from low income
countries such as China. In addition the decline of trade union power, in part itself a
consequence of globalisation, has played a role.



At the top of the income distribution changing social mores are important, and selfreinforcing. Top executive pay is set in a very imperfect market in which norms,
benchmarks and comparators play a major role. The more that chief executives are
paid on average, the more it seems reasonable to pay each chief executive.



And the increasing “financialisation” of advanced economies has also been a major
factor at the top end. In the US financial services accounted for 2.5% of GDP in 1950,
and 8.3% in 2008 [Greenwood and Scharfstein 2012]. And as Thomas Philippon and
Ariel Sheref have shown, remuneration in the financial sector has increased far more
rapidly than that of people of similar skill level in other sectors of the economy
[Philippon and Reshef 2011]. The increasing incomes of financiers plays an important
role within the growth of the income of the top 1%.
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But there is strong case that the most fundamental factor at work may be technological, and
it is this factor, rather than globalisation or financialisation, which seems most likely to
intensify yet further in future years.1
We tend to assume that the market economy produces a rising tide which raises all boats.
The industrial revolution took us from a world in which economic growth was either nonexistent or so slow that perceptible increases in living standards took centuries rather than
decades, to one where significant growth in output per capita is achieved each generation.
Growth in output per capita in Western Europe was around 0.1% per annum from AD 1,000
to 1820 but rose to 1.5% from 1820-2000. [Maddison 2001]
Technological growth produced increases in output per capita which made possible rises in
living standards. Technology destroyed some jobs, but new jobs appeared in their stead.
Early Luddite fears that machines meant permanent destitution for workers proved
unfounded.
By the mid twentieth century indeed most economists were confident that not only was
technological progress compatible with full employment, but also with at least some rise in
incomes for all groups within society.
But recent research illustrates that in the early stages of the industrial revolution, average
real wages grew far slower than productivity. (Exhibit 6) [R.C. Allen 2009] From 1800 to
1830 indeed, average real wages in the UK grew not all, and wages for many individuals fell
significantly. They still trailed behind output per capita in the period 1830 to 60, with the
lion’s share of rising prosperity accruing to capital owners not workers. Only in the last 40
years of the 19th century was average real wage growth rapid enough to ensure that almost
all in society shared in rising living standards.
That illustrates that there is nothing certain about the translation of rising output per capita
into rising living standards for all workers. It depends on the “elasticity of substitution
“between capital and different categories of labour – how easy it is to apply capital to
automate away labour intensive functions, how easy and costly it is to produce new capital
goods, what types of labour (skilled or unskilled) are required to produce capital goods, and
whether skilled labour is needed to operate capital goods.
The fact that in the mid-20th century, capitalism delivered rising prosperity for almost
everyone in advanced economies, may therefore not have been inherent to capitalism and
growth in general, but a fortuitous consequence of the specific technologies being applied
at the time, in particular the technologies of electromechanical manufacturing.
Modern information and communications technology has some inherently different
characteristics and may have quite different factor income effects.
Imagine that 30 years ago, someone had discovered a magic set of words that enabled you
to hold a conversation with someone anywhere else in the world: “abracadabra 123 John”
1

The impact of globalisation on unskilled wage rates in traded goods may decline as Chinese real wages grow relative to
advanced economy levels
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and you were talking to John wherever he was. What would have been the economic
consequences?
Well as long as the discoverer was smart enough to establish an intellectual property right
before revealing the words, she would have become the richest person in the world: her
intellectual property lawyers would have done pretty well too, and her luxury goods
providers, and her party organisers; and there would have been a lot of people serving at
those parties. But nobody would have been employed in the production of the phone calls
themselves – because as I have described it, all you need to do is say the magic words.
Information and communication technology is not pure magic, but in its economic effects it
is far closer to it than were the technologies of the electromechanical age. When General
Motors was at its peak, it employed over 800,000 people. Microsoft employs only 100,000,
Apple 80,000, and Google 50,000. Facebook has an equity value of $170 billion but employs
only 5000 people: and it has recently acquired Whatsapp for $19 billion, a company that
employs just 55 people. (Exhibit 7)
Facebook’s “capital assets” in the sense of its software, the “machine” which makes the
system work, were created over 10 years by an annual average of something like 500
software engineers.2 This “capital investment” of around 5000 man years is trivial
compared to that which the early auto manufacturers had to invest in their factories, and
which had to be invested in steel mills to produce the steel to build the car making
machines, before cars could be produced and wealth delivered to auto company
shareholders. WhatsApp’s software, which underpins a $19bn value was developed and is
maintained by just 32 engineers.
This technology is quite different in its inherent economic characteristics and its potential
impacts. A recent excellent and influential book by Erik Brynjolfsson and Andrew McAfee,
The Second Machine Age helps to explain why. [Brynjolfsson and McAfee 2014] Three
aspects of this technology are distinctive:




The collapsing cost of hardware capacity. Gordon Moore of Intel famously noted in
1965 that the amount of integrated circuit computing power you could buy for a
dollar tended to double every year: he later suggested a revision to every 18 months.
But whatever the precise time period, it’s clear we face a pace of technological
advance which is literally an order of magnitude – 10 times faster – than that
achieved in the development of most previous technologies. And the super rapid
pace applies not just to processing power but to other key dimensions of hardware
capacity, such as memory and communications bandwidth.
The zero marginal cost of software replication – the fact that once one copy of an
operating system or application has been produced, another copy or another billion

2

The total number of software engineers at Facebook is not precisely known, but in July 2010 it revealed that “we have
over 1 million users per engineer and this number has been steadily increasing”. At that time it had 500 million users,
implying 500 software engineers. The engineer force would have built up to that level from company foundation in 2004.
Users are now 1300 million, implying just 1300 software engineers even if there had been no increase in the ratio. It
therefore seems unlikely that total engineer man years invested will be more than around 5000. The current market
capitalisation of $170bn could therefore represent $34m per engineer year invested.
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copies costs close to zero. This was not true either of cars or of the machines used
to manufacture cars.
And the huge importance of network externality effects: we all use Microsoft
because we all use Microsoft; teenagers all use Facebook, because all teenagers use
Facebook.

These distinctive features, Brynjolfsonn and McAfee argue persuasively, have already had
powerful economic effects, but will have still more powerful effects in future.
They will produce, they argue, great economic “bounty” – a world of accelerating
opportunities to automate many activities now performed by unskilled or indeed skilled
labour, and to deliver new products and services which we cannot yet even imagine. They
suggest indeed that we have so far seen only the tip of the iceberg of what information and
communications technology will do to the economy.
But they also argue persuasively that information and communication technology will prove
an important driver of further increases in inequality.
The impact on inequality will result from the interaction of its effect on unskilled labour
wages, skilled labour wages (for varying degrees of skill) and returns to capital.


For unskilled or low skilled workers, it seems highly likely that the relative impact will
be negative. As Brynjolfsonn and McAfee set out, the development of effective
robots and the computer automation of clerical tasks is likely to reduce the demand
for less skilled workers, continuing the pattern of skill-based technical change which
has been in evidence since the 1970s. More jobs may spring up in other areas (such
as inherently face-to-face personal services) but relative real wage rates may be low.



For skilled workers, the pattern may be highly variable. It is possible that the further
progress in ICT described by Brynjolfsonn and McAfee will lead to the automation of
jobs we currently consider “skilled” – one recent analysis suggests that “Auditors and
accountants” may be as vulnerable to replacement by machines as “Retail sales
people” and “Telesales” operatives (Exhibit 8). But where human skills are needed
alongside computing power to gain best results, return to skill may well continue to
increase.



In particular it seems likely that we will continue to see enormously high returns to
very high skills – to stars and superstars, i.e. to the equivalents – small in total
number but huge in income and wealth – of my imaginary woman who discovered
the magic words for remote telephony.



At this top end, moreover it may be increasingly difficult to distinguish whether the
huge returns should be categorised as returns to high skills or to capital. The impact
of rapid ICT progress on returns to capital is ambivalent.
 In theory if new capital hardware is collapsing in price then returns to
abundant capital could fall while returns to scarce skills rise. And where ICT
hardware capacity is sold in a pure and simple form, we have indeed seen
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instances of collapsing capital returns: many companies which installed fibreoptic capacity in the initial Internet boom lost money or went bankrupt, as
the cost of new bandwidth collapsed.
 But this seems to be offset by hugely powerful network externality,
intellectual property right and brand effects – once Facebook exists, the fact
that it would be relatively cheap to replicate its hardware and software
becomes irrelevant to the dynamics of competition and equity value creation.
Whether the huge wealth of Bill Gates, Jeff Bezos and Mark Zuckerburg and
other ICT entrepreneurs should be characterised as returns to highly skilled
labour, to capital, or as rent arising from winner-take-all network externality
effects, is therefore unclear3.
But whatever the best way of understanding it, the result is huge wealth accumulation
without much “savings/investment”, i.e. without huge deferral of consumption either by the
entrepreneurs themselves or by their capital backers, and without huge numbers of man
years invested.
ICT therefore seems likely to have been a major driver of the increasing inequality we have
already seen; and it may drive inequality yet further in future. It widens the divergence of
earnings between reasonably skilled and low skilled workers: and in generates huge returns
to very high skilled labour, luck, or dominant position.
These tendencies of increasing dispersion and superstar returns may moreover be present
and given a further impetus by factors at work in sectors of the economy not directly
affected by information and communications technology.
The future economy will almost certainly become far more ICT intensive, but that does not
mean that everybody becomes an ICT-based worker. Indeed the very fact that we can
automate many activities, will tend to create a future economy which is as much “high
touch” as “high-tech”4


Many jobs will be displaced by automation: other jobs will emerge. And the newly
emerging jobs will almost by definition arise in those functions – such as personal
face-to-face services – where it is least possible to bring technology to bear. The US
Bureau of Labour Statistics foresees that the most rapid job growth in the next 10
years will come in areas such as “Home health aides”, “Food preparation and
servicing workers”, “Personal and home-care aides”, “Nursing aides, orderlies and
attendants” [BLS 2012] But while these “high touch jobs” may be large enough in
number to maintain reasonable employment, the relative wage rates may in many
cases be low.

3

This conceptual uncertainty is accompanied by an increasing fuzziness in national income distinctions between "earned
income” and "returns to capital" if high-paid skilled staff are increasingly remunerated with stock options which then rise in
value.
4
See Turner 2012 Economics after the crisis, and Turner 2001 Just Capital for a more detail development of this argument.
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Meanwhile as technology helps deliver increasing average earnings, and in particular
if it delivers rapidly increasing incomes for the better off, then consumers will likely
spend an increasing share of their income on goods with subjective value defined by
design, fashion, or brand. But that in turn may tend to generate high returns to
skilled people who, on the basis of relatively little “investment”, can create designs
or brands which capture people’s attention and loyalty.



And at the very top end, the superstar returns accrue not only to IT entrepreneurs,
but to sporting and artistic celebrities or indeed to supermodels. Returns to very
physical, non-automatable characteristics such as sporting prowess, artistic
creativity, or physical beauty have greatly increased.

Our economy is going to be both more “high-tech” and “high touch”. (Exhibit 9) But in both
spheres it may be increasingly unequal. And in both we may see huge wealth accumulation
without significant investment.
Summary on rising inequality
There are of course many unanswered questions in this story. And as discussed earlier,
there are other important drivers of inequality – including the financialisation of the
economy.
But to conclude on inequality:


Inequality has increased very significantly and there may be some inherent
technological factors which will drive still further increases



And those technological factors are driving the phenomenon of “equity value
creation without much investment”.

The rising inequality is an important social issue in itself
But it is also relevant to the issue of financial instability. For as I argue in section 3, rising
inequality is among the factors which has driven increasing leverage: and high leverage in
turn can further exacerbate inequality.
Before considering that link, however, Section 2 focuses on the phenomenon of increasing
wealth relative to income.

2. Wealth is back: but in some new forms
Over the last 40 years, the ratio of wealth to income has increased dramatically in most
advanced societies. Thomas Piketty’s recent book Capital [Piketty 2014] and articles written
jointly with Gabriel Zucman, explore the reasons and the implications. [Piketty and Zucman
2013]
The phenomenon is general across advanced economies though to different extents. On
average wealth to income ratios (W/Y) have gone from around 300 to 400% in 1970 to
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around 600% today. (Exhibit 10) In the countries where a very long term picture can be
established – such as France and the UK – an interesting U-shaped pattern is observed. The
ratio was around 600% in the 19th century, fell to 300 to 400% in the mid-20th century and
has now returned to around a 600% level. (Exhibits 11 and 12)
“Capital is back”, as Piketty and Zucman entitle one of their articles.
Why has this occurred? The increase can be decomposed mathematically into two elements
(Exhibit 13)
Explanation 1: Net savings and the s/g relationship
One cause of the increase could arise from the implications of the equilibrium relationship
W/Y=s/g, where W is wealth, Y is income, s is the net savings rate, and g the rate of
growth of income.
This is not an accounting identity, nor a relationship which must exist at all times. But it is a
relationship which must exist in an economy in equilibrium, i.e. in an economy where W is
growing at the same rate as Y, and thus where W/Y is stable.
If s/g> W/Y wealth will accumulate more rapidly than income, and W/Y will increase until
the equilibrium relationship pertains. (Exhibit 14 illustrates this algebra)
One explanation of rising W/Y could therefore be that growth rates have tended to slow
down as demographic expansion has slowed. Wealth to income ratios were very high in
preindustrial periods because both demographic expansion and technological advance were
very slow. The equilibrium W/Y level may have fallen in the mid-20th century when we
experienced significant population and technological growth: it may now be rising because
total growth rate potential has diminished.5
In one sense this story could seem odd. If growth potential has declined, would societies not
naturally reduce their savings rate pari passu, since there would be a reduced need to
accumulate capital? If for instance the population has ceased expanding, wouldn’t we at
least cease building new houses? If g falls, does not s fall in line?
But Piketty’s thesis is based on the fact that aggregate national savings is not the result of a
collectively rational decision about the capital accumulation rate required to support
aggregate growth, but results from individual wealth accumulation objectives driven either
by life-cycle motives (saving to secure a comfortable retirement) or bequest motives
(saving to hand on wealth to one’s heirs).
If savings are driven by these considerations, the savings rate is determined independently
of the growth rate, and a lower growth rate can result in a higher equilibrium W/Y ratio.
5

It is possible that overall productivity growth potential has declined even if Brynjolfsonn and McAfee are right that ICT will
have a dramatic impact. This could be the case because while ICT produces dramatic productivity improvement in those
parts of the economy which are inherently automatable, that very process increases the share of the economy where the
inherent face-to-face nature of activities makes productivity progress difficult. It is therefore possible to combine the
technological optimism of Brynjolfsonn and McAfee with the arguments of Robert Gordon that the attainable rate of
overall growth has declined [Gordon 2012]
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Wealth to income ratios may therefore have increased because individuals keep saving even
as growth rates and growth potential have fallen. And if growth rates slow further in future,
Piketty surmises, W/Y ratios may further increase.
Explanation 2: asset price rises faster than current prices
In Explanation I wealth accumulates because of actual net savings and net investment i.e.
because some of current income is devoted to saving/investment not to consumption: thus
Wt + sYt = Wt+1 i.e wealth at the beginning of the period plus savings (i.e. income not
consumed) during the period, equals wealth at the end of the period
But wealth could also increase without any actual saving, if the prices of assets which form
“wealth” rise faster than the prices of current goods and services which enter “income”.
(Exhibit15) And Piketty’s figures show that this effect has played a major role in wealth
accumulation in many though not all advanced economies.
There has been a lot of wealth accumulation without saving.
Thus for instance in the UK, the W/Y ratio would have fallen from 314% to 250% if wealth
had only grown as a result of savings out of income. But the relative price effect contributed
an increase of 270% (Exhibit 16)
Exhibit 17 shows a decomposition of the increase in the W/Y ratio between the “net savings
effect and the “relative price effect” in the different countries which Piketty analyses. 6


In the UK, the US and Australia more than 100% of the increase in the W/Y ratio is
due to asset prices rising faster than current prices. If wealth had only grown by an
amount equal to actual savings out of income, the W/Y ratio would have fallen.



In Germany and Canada by contrast net savings explain more than 100% of the rise
in the W/Y ratio



In France, Japan and Italy, something like 45-70% can be explained by net savings,
with the balance arising from a relative price effect.

What is going on here? Well somewhat different things in different countries, and Piketty
himself rightly stresses that his work should be a stimulus to further enquiries, rather than
itself providing all the answers. But these figures illustrate that the relative price effect can
be very significant: and at least three factors help explain that fact.
One that, Piketty stresses, is a “rebound” effect. In many advanced economies the first half
of the 20th century was a period of great political and social dislocation Capital assets were
sometimes destroyed by war, sometimes confiscated and often highly taxed. Equity and
other prices were depressed by extreme instability. W/Y ratios may therefore have been
depressed below their equilibrium value. From mid-century on the dislocations subsided

6

It is important to note that the "relative price effect" is not estimated directly, but as a residual once the "net savings"
effect has been estimated.
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and the political environment for wealth ownership became more favourable: we have
therefore, Piketty suggests, returned to W/Y ratios driven by the fundamentals of s/g
But there are two other explanation, one of which Piketty’s own figures suggest is
powerfully present in at least some countries


The first relates to the Facebook phenomenon considered in Section 1- a company
worth $170 billion after “capital investment” equal to some 5000 engineer years. If
we were to decompose this specific slice of wealth creation into an identifiable “net
savings” element and a residual, the residual would massively dominate. And that is
true for many other information and communication technologies enjoying either
intellectual property right, network externality or brand dominance effects. It is
probably also true of companies which have developed valuable fashion or design
based brands.
Quite apart from Piketty’s rebound” effect, the modern “high-tech and high touch
economy” may be one in which rising equity values are decreasingly explicable in
terms of identifiable “capital investment/savings”
We have wealth accumulation without savings, because we have equity value
creation without investment.



The second, even more important in some countries, and indeed massively
dominant, is the rising price of urban land.

Exhibit 12 shows the breakdown of the W/Y ratio between different categories of wealth for
the UK: Exhibit 11 does the same for France. Two features immediately stand out:



The declining importance of land as a form of wealth during the 19 th century.
The rising importance of real estate as a source of wealth in the last 40 years.

In both countries real estate now accounts for over half of all national wealth. And in both
the increase in the W/Y ratio over the last 40 years is significantly driven by the rise in real
estate values.
The share of land/real estate in total wealth, has therefore passed through a dramatic Ushape. But this isn’t really one asset category falling and then rising importance, it is two
quite different categories which just happen both to entail land:




The 19th century trend reflects the declining relative economic importance of land as
a factor input into food production, as food expenditure accounted for a declining
share of total consumption.7
The rise in real estate values over the last 40 years, reflects the rising value of
residential and commercial real estate, particularly in urban environments.

7

In addition the value of land per se was reduced by the increasing application of technology to improve the yield from
land, and the value of European land was reduced by competition from abundant land in the New World.
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But within the modern real estate figures, it is land – urban land – which still plays a very
major role. The available figures are imperfect, but at least in the UK the majority of the
value of residential real estate is accounted for not by the constructed value of the house,
but by the land on which it sits: and the vast majority of the increase in value, represents an
increase in the value of the underlying land.
If all of you here in London this evening think about your own houses or flats, the pattern
will be clear. You all occupy houses or flats whose market value today is a multiple of what it
was in 1990 let alone 1970. In most cases, the house or flat was already there in 1990, and
the net savings/investment which has gone into reconstruction or refurbishment explains
only a very small proportion of the rise in value. Even where the house or flat is newly
constructed, the cost of construction typically accounts for a small percentage of the current
market value.
Once again, as with Facebook, we have wealth accumulation without capital
investment/saving: but this time the asset involved is locationally specific land.
In most advanced economies, but to very different degrees, the value of residential and
commercial real estate, and implicitly the urban land on which it sits, has increased in value
far more rapidly than national income and as a result the W/Y ratio has increased.8 And in
some countries, in particular the UK this effect explains the vast majority of the rise in the
W/Y ratio. In some emerging countries too, in particular China, urban real estate and land
prices are hugely important to wealth accumulation.
Why does this increase in land price occur? My hypothesis is that there is both a
consumption preference and an investment asset class effect.
The consumer preference effect reflects the fact that as people on average get richer, they
devote an increasing percentage of their disposable income to competing for the ownership
of locationally specific land – for the right to live in the nice parts of town.


Demand for many goods and services displays income elasticity below one: as we get
richer we do not increase our expenditure pari-passu on more televisions, washing
machines or food.



Demand for locationally specific housing services however has an income elasticity
considerably greater than one.



So too does the demand for hotels close to the beach rather than far away, or for
hotels close to the skiing piste rather than down the mountain. So too does demand
for office space in the most convenient locations to attract high skilled workers.

But if locationally specific desirable land is inherently inelastic in supply, then the only thing
that can give is the price of the land.

8

Both rents and capital values increase, but since real estate wealth and rent have a category specific W/Y ratio well
above the average economy wide W/Y ratio, the higher the “real estate intensity” of the economy, the higher the
aggregate W/Y ratio.
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The rental value of property/urban land will tend to increase over time as a
proportion of income: Exhibit 18 shows the figures for France.



And the capital value will tend to increase either in proportion (if the relevant
interest rates/discount rate remains stable) or even more than proportionately if
relevant interest/discount rates are falling (as indeed they have been – see section 4)

In growing advanced economies the W/Y ratio may therefore be on an inherent upward
path because of an interface between:



A highly income elastic demand for locationally specific land.
And its highly inelastic supply.

That means that even in a country with a stable population, building no new houses at all,
and thus where “new savings/investment” plays no role at all in the accumulation of the
housing component of wealth, real estate could account for a steadily increasing proportion
of total wealth, itself in turn rising as a multiple of income.
The investment asset class effect. The consumer preference effect will tend in itself to
produce, on average over time, rising house prices relative to earnings. But once this
phenomenon is observed, “investment” in housing in the pursuit of capital gain can give it
further impetus, with property becoming an investment asset class, whose value is
determined as much by the expectation of future capital gain, as by the consumer demand
for actual housing services.9


The extreme version of this is obvious at the top end of the London market, or in
Dubai, Singapore, Hong Kong and other global cities: large luxury apartments bought
but very rarely occupied; housing becoming a sort of arbitrary token of wealth, its
value growing because buyers seeking capital gain assume that other buyers will
subsequently pay higher prices.



In the UK meanwhile we have a rapidly growing “buy-to-let” market, with residential
property becoming an overt “asset class” for an increasing number of investors.



But in many housing markets, this investment asset class effects plays a more
pervasive role limited neither to the top end nor to explicit business investment.
Many US sub-prime borrowers moved from rented accommodation to owner
occupied houses in the expectation of capital gain: in the UK, young people have for
several decades bought houses as soon as they can in the hope of capital gain, or
simply out of fear that they would otherwise suffer an opportunity loss if house
prices move out of reach. The language of “getting on the housing ladder” is a
language relevant to housing as an asset class. For many people in advanced
economies, housing is both a consumption good, and by far the most important
asset class in which they will ever invest.

9

See Dorling 2014 for discussion of the way in which UK housing has become an investment asset and the implications of
this development.
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The extent of these effects however differs significantly by country. In almost all advanced
economies real estate accounts for a large and growing percentage of wealth; but the
dominance of the real estate price effect within wealth accumulation is far greater in the UK
and France than in Germany, and far greater in Australia than in Canada. British people have
for several decades saved via the purchase of houses: Germans do not do so to anything like
the same extent.
The causes of these variations merit deeper analysis. One might imagine that high
population density would make urban land supply more inelastic: but in fact real estate is
far more important to French wealth than to German, even though France has a lower
population density. Australia is a striking example of a country with high urban land prices
despite very low population density. The details of economic geography and social
preference – which locations are considered desirable, and whether high income groups
tend to concentrate in one dominant city (London or Paris) or spread across many (the
German cities) seem to be important.
But even if the real estate phenomenon is not equally important in all advanced economies,
it is widespread enough to have large implications for global macroeconomic and financial
stability.
For if we combine (Exhibit 19)






A highly income elastic demand for locationally specific real estate
An inelastic supply of locationally specific real estate
And a speculative desire to make capital gain
Or at least a strong desire not to lose the opportunity of living in one’s desired
location
And the tendency , observable in almost all asset classes , for expectations of future
price trends to be strongly influenced by recent actual trends

…then the value of urban real estate becomes highly indeterminate and potentially highly
volatile over time.
There is effectively no meaningful “equilibrium” or “rational” value of locationally specific
irreproducible urban land.
Summary thoughts on wealth: and implications
To sum up on this section, Piketty’s analysis points to very important developments in the
relationship between wealth and income:




Overall W/Y ratios have increased
Part of this may reflect slower growth: and part, a “rebound” effect
But part reflects the increasingly important phenomenon of “wealth without
saving/investment” reflecting both
 Equity value creation without significant “capital investment”: the Facebook
phenomenon.
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The rise in the price of locationally specific urban real estate, and essentially the
irreproducible land on which it sits.

Piketty himself tentatively suggest that the global W/Y ratio may continue its recent rise
throughout the 21st century (Exhibit 20). If the particular factors that I have highlighted are
important, that increase could be still more significant even than he suggests.
The implications of rising W/Y ratios are profound, even if they now stabilise at today’s
higher levels, let alone if they rise higher still. They will tend to exacerbate inequality and
they have direct implications for financial instability.
Greater inequality. In almost all societies wealth is far more unequally distributed than
income. As wealth becomes more important inequality further increases;


Increasing W/Y can make income distribution still more unequal. Higher W/Y does
not necessarily mean a higher capital factor share of national income: indeed under
some production function specifications it does not, with the rate of return on
capital falling in inverse proportion to the amount of capital accumulated10. But
Piketty illustrates that capital factor shares have increased in advanced economies,
(Exhibit 21). Since wealth is very unequally distributed, an increasing capital share
increases the inequality of total income (labour and capital income combined).



And as Piketty rightly stresses, wealth inequalities may become self-reinforcing if the
post-tax return on savings exceeds the rate of growth (r>g). Provided their
consumption expenditures are not too high, already wealthy people can easily
accumulate wealth more rapidly than the economy grows: people with smaller
wealth are more likely to use capital income to support consumption.

This rising inequality should be a matter of some concern in and of itself. But as Section 3
will discuss, it may also drive increased leverage and instability.
More instability. But rising W/Y ratios can also have more direct instability consequences.




Variations in private wealth levels can induce changes in consumption or investment
expenditure levels which then have macroeconomic consequences.11
And the higher the W/Y ratio, the greater the potential impact of any given
percentage change in W, on the expenditure flows which influence Y.
But that danger is greatly amplified, if a large and increasing share of total wealth is
accounted for by urban real estate whose “value” is highly indeterminate and
potentially volatile.

10

This is for instance the property of the Cobb- Douglas production function often used to make analysis tractable; Cobb
Douglas assumptions only hold however if the fundamental technological context is unchanged.
11
It is also possible that these effects are significantly asymmetric. Increases in net worth may not feed through pari-passu
to increases in consumption or investment expenditure in the upswing of the cycle (see appendix 3) but debt overhang
effects and attempted deleveraging in response to a fall in net worth may have a strongly depressive effect in a post crisis
downswing.
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Rising W/Y ratios and the rising importance of real estate could therefore make the
economy more unstable even if we lived in an all equity economy with no debt contracts.
The potential instability increases yet further, however, if leverage is high and rising.
Section 3 considers the rise in leverage.

3. Rising private sector leverage
Exhibit 4 shows rising private leverage in advanced economies. As with trends in inequality
and in the W/Y ratio, there are important variations between countries:


In the US private leverage has grown continually from the end of the Second World
War to the 2008 crisis, rising from around 50% to around 180% of GDP. (Exhibit 22)



The UK has seen a dramatic increase in household leverage in particular, rising from
15% of GDP in 1964 to 95% by 2008. (Exhibit 23)



In Germany, however, at least for the last 20 years, private leverage growth has been
only limited, with a slight increase and then decline. (Exhibit 24)12

But on average the advanced economy trend has been strongly upward for many decades.
In many emerging economies, in particular China, the same rapid increase is now seen.
(Exhibit 25)
Private credit as a percent of GDP increased: obviously that means that private credit has
grown faster than nominal GDP13. But rapid pre-crisis credit growth did not result in inflation
above central bank targets. And it appeared necessary to achieve reasonable growth in
nominal demand and real output growth in line with potential.14
This suggests a severe dilemma:
We seem to need credit growth faster than GDP growth to achieve an optimally growing
economy, but that leads inevitably to crisis and post-crisis recession.
Ahead of the crisis, however, a dominant orthodoxy treated this credit intensive growth and
the resulting rise in leverage as either neutral in effect or benign:
12

In some sense however Germany still displays credit dependent growth – it is simply that the credit growth occurs in
other countries. In a world of close trading and capital market ties, variations in national data may therefore be less
relevant than the overall global picture of rising credit intensity.
13

Broadly speaking over the two decades prior to the crisis, with earlier periods of high inflation behind us, advanced
economies have grown nominal GDP at around 5% per annum: but private credit has typically grown at 10 to 15% per
annum and sometimes considerably faster.
14

Central banks aimed for a rate of growth of aggregate nominal demand consistent with 2% inflation and real growth in
line with potential. Their policy lever was the interest rate, which works in part through credit markets. The rate of credit
creation compatible with target inflation was faster than nominal GDP growth. If central banks had increased interest rates
to slow credit growth, then presumably nominal GDP growth would have been slower, with either lower inflation or real
growth below potential.
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Central banks and modern monetary theory had gravitated to the belief that
achieving low and stable inflation was sufficient for financial and macroeconomic
stability, and that the details of the financial system and of aggregate real sector
balance sheets could be largely ignored.



Finance theory meanwhile stressed the positive benefits of debt contracts. And
empirical studies appeared to suggest that increasing Bank Credit as a % of GDP was
positively correlated with growth.

The financial crisis proved this orthodoxy profoundly mistaken. In a recent lecture in
Frankfurt [Turner 2014], I argued instead that:


Excessive credit growth is a key driver of financial instability and crisis.



Once crisis occurs, the level of private leverage matters: the higher the level, the
deeper and more lasting is the debt overhang effect and the slower and weaker the
post crisis recovery.



Beyond some level too much private sector leverage is dangerous.

The growth in private leverage illustrated in Exhibit 4 was thus a major cause of the 2008
crisis and the fundamental reason why the post crisis recession was so deep and recovery so
slow and weak.
Appendix 1 sets out a summary of the key arguments presented in Turner 2014. In this
lecture I will concentrate on how the phenomenon of rising leverage interrelates with rising
inequality and changes in the nature of wealth.
Before turning to those specifics however, two key realities need to be recognised:


Banks create money



And most lending does not perform the function described in most economics and
finance literature

Banks create money
Economic textbooks and academic papers typically describe how banks take deposits from
savers and lend the money on to borrowers. But as a description of what banks actually do
this is severely inadequate. In fact they create credit money and purchasing power. (Exhibit
26)
The consequences of this are profound: the amount of private credit and money that they
can create is potentially infinite: how much they create, and the mechanisms which control
that extent, are extremely important.15
Most credit not for investment

15

See Turner 2013 for discussion of some of the early literature (e.g. Wicksell 1898) which focused on this issue
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Textbooks and academic papers also tend to describe the role of banks in the following
terms: households deposit money into banks, which lend money to businesses to fund
alternative investment projects. And finance theory explanations of the positive benefits of
debt contracts describe how they make it easier to finance capital investment and/or ensure
a more efficient allocation of capital between alternative investment opportunities.16
But this too is inadequate. Lending money to finance capital investment is part of what
banks do but only a part. In addition (Exhibit 27)



They lend money to finance life cycle consumption smoothing, enabling people to
consume in anticipation of future income.
They lend money to finance the purchase of already existing assets, in particular real
estate.

Estimating how much of lending performs each of these different functions is complicated
since:


Broad categories of lending (to commercial real estate companies) can include some
which finances actual new physical investment and some which finances the
purchase of already existing assets as investment properties.



Lending has both direct and indirect effects. Mortgage lending which drives
increases in the price of existing houses, may thereby create incentives for new
housing investment.



Individual loans can serve more than one function: residential mortgages are
simultaneously, but to different degrees, a means to achieve life cycle consumption
smoothing, and a means to finance investment in an already existing capital asset in
order to achieve capital gain.

But it is important to distinguish the conceptually separate categories and to recognise that
leverage could be high and rising in a country in which “investment” was low and falling or
was entirely equity financed. Indeed it is possible to imagine an economy in which, for
instance, there was no net investment at all in the housing stock, but a high and rising level
of residential mortgage credit.
A reasonable estimate for the UK suggests that less than 20% of all bank lending performs
the function of “financing new capital investment” on which textbooks and academic papers
tend to concentrate. (Exhibit 28)
The other categories of credit, as I argued in my Frankfurt lecture, help explain why precrisis growth was so credit intensive, but also why credit growth faster than nominal GDP is
not essential and could be avoided with better policy. 17
For the purposes of this lecture, the key implications are that:
16

See e.g. Levine 2004, Townsend 1979, Rajan and Zingales 2003, Gertler and Kiyotaki 2010. And see Turner 2014 for
discussion of this literature.
17
Three reasons – including global imbalances not covered here.
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(i) Real estate lending plays a fundamental role in driving financial instability, and is
both a consequence and driver of the changes in W/Y ratios considered in section 2.
(ii) Lending to finance consumption can contribute to financial instability, and is
both a consequence and driver of the increase in inequality considered in section 1.

(i)Lending against existing real estate
In all advanced economies (and many emerging) lending against residential and commercial
real estate accounts for the vast majority of total bank lending. Exhibit 29 shows figures
from a forthcoming paper by Moritz Schularick and Alan Taylor: residential mortgage credit
typically accounts for 50 to 70% of lending and commercial real estate lending for another
20 to 25%.
This lending has three consequences:




It is the most important driver of financial instability
It helps explain the phenomenon of rapid credit growth without inflation
And it gives further impetus to the rising importance of real estate within total
wealth, explored in Section 2

Real estate lending and financial instability
Real estate lending in part finances actual new real estate investment – the construction of
new homes, offices, shopping centres etc. But the majority, and in some countries the vast
majority, finances the purchase of already existing real estate assets.
Thus while in Spain and Ireland, the rapid pre-crisis credit growth financed a boom in real
estate construction as well as in the price of existing assets, the UK experienced rapidly
rising mortgage credit and house prices, but only a moderate increase in net investment in
the housing stock. (Exhibit 30)
Rapid credit expansion can drive over-investment booms and busts even in non- real estate
sectors18 But the danger of self-reinforcing cycles is greatly increased when credit finances
the purchase of irreproducible assets, such as locationally specific land, where the only
thing that can give is the price of the land.
Lending against real estate which is in fixed or inelastic supply, is therefore highly
susceptible to self-reinforcing cycles of the sort illustrated on Exhibits 31 and 32.


In the upswing, rapid credit growth drives asset price increases. This in turn both
increases the apparent net worth of lenders and borrowers, and creates
expectations of further asset price improvements. Both the supply of and the
demand for lending increase further as a result



In the downswing, credit and asset price falls are equally self-reinforcing

18

See e.g. Hayek 1929 and Minsky 1986. The possibility arises in part from the long cycles involved in investment goods
production, the resulting lack of an immediate relationship between supply and demand, and the response of
entrepreneurs to unsustainable increases in the current market value of investment goods.
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As a result lending against existing real estate (whether or not accompanied by a new
construction boom) has played a central role in almost all financial crisis and periods of post
crisis recession.
Rapid credit growth without inflation – but creating severe debt overhang
The high and rising importance of lending against real estate (and effectively against the
land on which it sits) helps explain the phenomenon of rapid credit growth without
increases in nominal demand to which inflation targeting central bank felt the need to
respond.
The argument is set out in detail in Appendix 3. But the essence is:
Unlike lending to finance new capital investment, lending to finance the purchase of existing
real estate does not directly result in new investment or new consumption


It may do so indirectly via three channels. New real estate construction may be
stimulated by “Tobin’s Q” type effects: investment in other capital goods through a
combination of portfolio rebalance and Tobin Q effects; and consumption may be
stimulated by wealth effects.



But there is no necessary reason why these indirect effects will be fully proportional
to the scale of credit extended.



And it is at least possible to imagine a situation in which there is little or no feed
through from higher credit, property prices and money balances to increased
expenditure.

But while rapid credit extended against existing assets may not result ahead of the crisis in
an excess of nominal demand, it will inevitably result in a severe debt overhang effect once
crisis has occurred, expectations of real estate price trends have been shocked into reverse,
and risk aversion has increased.
As a result high and rising leverage against real estate is not a forward indicator of future
inflation
…but a very powerful indicator of future financial crisis, debt overhang and post-crisis
recession.
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Lending, real estate and wealth
As Section 2 described, most wealth in advanced economies resides in real estate. And a
large part of the increase in wealth derives from rising land prices. As this section has
described, most bank lending finances real estate.
The two facts are linked and self-reinforcing.
Section 2 described two drivers of increasing real estate/land prices relative to earnings: a
high income elasticity of demand for locationally specific housing services: and the fact that
housing and commercial real estate are treated as investment assets. The second driver is
given further impetus by leverage.
As Exhibit 14 described, even without leverage the value of urban real estate/ land would be
somewhat indeterminate and thus potentially volatile. Leverage has one possible and one
certain effect.


It may tend to increase the average through the cycle value of real estate/land and
thus give further impetus to the rise in the W/Y ratio. Rising leverage and real estate
wealth are indeed likely to be self-reinforcing: greater asset wealth supports greater
leverage; and greater leverage may give further impetus to wealth.



And it certainly increases the potential volatility of real estate/land prices.

Indeed if we combine (Exhibit 33)




The consumption and investment class drivers of demand for real estate
The potentially infinite supply of private bank credit
And the highly inelastic supply of locationally specific urban land

…there is in effect no equilibrium price of urban real estate/land
…and the real estate credit and asset price cycle is bound to be a major driver of instability.
Clarification: real estate development and lending are certainly socially useful
I want to clarify what I am saying and what not. Some people, responding to earlier versions
of my hypotheses, have assumed that I am arguing that



Bank should not lend against existing real estate
Commercial real estate development and investment is socially useless

So let me be absolutely clear: I do not believe either of those propositions.
Indeed, as described in Appendix 2, I believe it inevitable that both inherent consumer
preference and developments in technology will lead us towards an economy in which real
estate accounts for a growing share of wealth, and real estate development a very large and
growing share of total investment.
I also believe that good commercial and residential real estate development can be
immensely socially valuable. And that there can be an important socially useful role for a
21

mortgage market, even in an economy which was not making and did not require any new
residential real estate investment.
A more real estate/land intensive economy is inevitable. But we need to recognise that left
to itself, a more real estate/land intensive economy will also be a more unstable and an
equal one.
To prevent that requires policy powerful policy interventions.
(ii)Inequality begets leverage: “let them eat credit”
Section 1 described the phenomenon of rising inequality. It may in turn be one of the drivers
of the rising credit intensity of growth.
J M Keynes was concerned that advanced economies might suffer a secular stagnation
problem. He believed that it was “a fundamental psychological truth, upon which we are
entitled to depend with great confidence both from our a priori knowledge of human nature
and from the detailed facts of experience… that men are disposed, as a rule and on average,
to increase their consumption as their income rises, but not by as much as the increase in
their income” [Keynes 1937]. He thought that this tendency would apply over time to
societies in aggregate, and worried that aggregate ex-ante desired savings would therefore
run ahead of ex-ante required/desired investment, producing a deficiency of aggregate
demand to which policy responses were required.
Experience has cast doubt on Keynes’s assumption: in a world where people care about
relative status as well as absolute consumption levels, and in which advertising is used to
stimulate demands, there is neither necessary reason nor empirical evidence that aggregate
national savings rates increase over time. If anything, savings rates have tended to decline in
advanced societies.
But what is true is that within societies, richer people are likely on average to have a lower
marginal propensity to consume than poorer, devoting a higher proportion of their income
to saving. Rising inequality could therefore lead to a rising propensity to save, and to a
deflationary impact on aggregate demand, unless offset by other factors.
Credit can be that other factor. Richer people may have a high propensity to save, but their
savings can be intermediated through banking and other financial channels to provide
credit to poorer (or at least “less rich”) people attempting to maintain or increase
consumption despite stagnant or falling real incomes.19
This credit flow and the consumption expenditures it supports does not however produce
excess demand: instead it simply enables demand to be maintained at the level which
would have pertained (without credit growth) if economic growth had not been
accompanied with rising inequality. (Exhibit 34)
It inevitably results however in rising leverage and potentially serious debt overhang effects.
19

The motivations which lead “poorer” or at least "less rich" people (i.e. people with median or higher incomes but who
are still not participating in rapid income growth), to seek to maintain consumption in excess of income through borrowing
have been explored by Robert Frank in a series of papers [Frank 2001, Frank 2007, Frank, Levine and Dijk, 2010].
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Rising inequality can thus generate credit intensive growth and financial instability. Marriner
Eccles, Chairman of the Federal Reserve from 1934 to 1951, believed indeed that rising
inequality has played a major role in the origins of the 1929 crash and subsequent great
depression20. [Eccles 1951]
Michael Kumhof and Roman Rancière have built a theoretical model which illustrates the
dynamics, and argue that empirical evidence from both the 1920s and the decades running
up to the 2008 crisis illustrate the importance of the inequality effect. [Kumhof and Rancière
2011]21 22
Raghuram Rajan makes that a similar case in his book Fault Lines in a chapter entitled “let
them eat credit”. [Rajan 2010] Faced with rising inequality, and in an American political
system unable or unwilling to devise alternative offsetting policies, the extension of
mortgage credit to wider groups of people appeared to be the answer. But it was an answer
which led to instability.
In addition it may have played a role in further exacerbating the inequality to which it was a
response.
Leverage begets inequality: credit access and credit dependence
Volatile asset prices combined with differential access to credit can further exacerbate
inequality at both the bottom and top end of the income and wealth distribution.
Asset price fluctuations inevitably produce winners and losers. Leverage increases both the
gains and the losses. But poorer people, with lower initial wealth endowments, are likely to
face higher interest rates and, particularly in property markets, may be more highly
leveraged. They may in addition be more vulnerable to income loss in labour market
downswings. As a result they may be more likely, in the downswing of the cycle, to fall into
negative equity and to suffer repossession, losing the opportunity of recouping losses in the
subsequent upswing.
It is possible therefore that credit and asset price cycles have a systematic tendency to
produce regressive distributional effects. Whether and to what extent this is the case merits
20

He described the process as follows "a giant suction pump had by 1929 to 30 drawn into a few hands an increasing
portion of currently produced wealth. This served them as capital accumulations. But by taking purchasing power out of
the hands of mass consumers, the savers denied themselves the kind of effective demand for their products which would
justify reinvestment of the capital accumulations in new plants. In consequence, as in a poker game where the chips were
concentrated in fewer and fewer hands, the other fellows could stay in the game only by borrowing. When the credit ran
out, the game stopped" [Eccles 1951, page 76].
21

In Kumhof and Rancière’s model the inequality is between the top 5% and the other 95%. This may well reflect a reality
that the quantitatively important element of the stimulus to credit intensity arising from inequality derives not from the
behaviour of the truly poor (e.g. the bottom quartile) but from the efforts of the middle/less rich to keep up with the
expenditure patterns of, say, the top decile or top few percent of the income distribution.
22

Bordo and Meisner [2012] find no in general link between inequality, credit booms and financial crisis, but argue that
rising inequality did play a role within the origins of the 2008 crisis. Van Treeck [2012] surveys the relevant literature and
points out that before the crisis both the actual extent of permanent rather than transitory inequality, and its potential
importance, were downplayed, within a political climate in which concerns about inequality were unwelcome, and in which
the easy availability of credit was seen as an integral part of the American dream.
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further analysis. But it is notable that in the UK all the gains from house price increases
across the latest cycle appear to have gone to buy-to-let landlords and non-mortgaged
owner occupiers, rather than to owner occupier mortgagees23 (Exhibit 35).
More generally, debt contracts – non-state contingent contracts which do not depend on a
project or on the borrower’s economic fortunes – have throughout history played a role in
exacerbating initial inequalities. Small initial variations in economic fortune – e.g. in the
quality of the harvest and in the resources available to different farmers to withstand short
term financial pressures – resulted in loan contracts between rich and poor which could
produce long term dependency and even debt bondage. [Graeber 2011]24
And in today’s economy, there is a danger that increasing reliance of poorer people on high
interest credit, for instance from “payday lenders” could exacerbate the inequality of which
it is also the consequence. The supposed benefit of consumer credit is that it enables
smoothing of consumption across the life-cycle within a permanent income constraint. But if
large amounts are borrowed at high interest rates, permanent income is itself significantly
reduced.
Leverage also plays a major role at the top end of the income and wealth distribution. In a
world of oscillating asset prices, and in which a large share of wealth increases derive from
the relative price effect (Section 2) access to well priced credit in large quantity is often the
key to superior returns. For many of the Russian oligarchs, for instance, superior access to
well priced credit, including from banks they themselves controlled, was crucial to their
ability to buy assets at very low prices during the 1990s.
But more generally in a world where W/Y is increasing, but prices also volatile, access to low
priced credit to buy existing assets can be a self-reinforcing driver of wealth inequalities.


Wealth provides collateral against which to borrow and leverage increases return in
the upswing.



If, therefore, as per Section 2, the relative price of some capital assets (in particular
locationally desirable real estate) has a tendency to rise (i.e. q>g ),



… then investors with good access to credit are likely to enjoy returns above the rate
of growth (r >g even without leverage and even more so with it)



…and a relentless divergence of wealth results.
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The exhibit also illustrates the very large gains made by people who own their property outright, without a mortgage.
This in part reflects the fact that such owners are particularly present at the top end of the London market which has seen
dramatic price increases.
24
The belief that non-state contingent contracts therefore have and just results lies at the base of Islamic prohibitions of
debt Reference to Islam, etc.
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4. Falling real interest rates
How do falling real interest rates fit into the picture? This is the area where I am least
certain of my conclusions, but I will set out some at least plausible hypotheses.
Exhibit 5 shows the facts. Since the late 1980s, long-term real risk-free interest rates – as
measured by the real yield to maturity on government indexed-linked bonds have fallen
dramatically. In 1989, the UK investor could buy a 20 year index linked gilts providing over
3% real yield to maturity: by 2007 that yield had fallen to 1.5%; it subsequently fell to below
0%: it is now around 0.75%.
The longer -term picture is inherently difficult to discern. Index-linked bonds were not
issued before the 1980s. Estimates of ex-ante required/expected real returns before then
therefore rely on comparing ex-post nominal realised returns with inflation rates; but this is
not a robust methodology in periods which saw large and unanticipated variations in
inflation rates. David Miles has however presented a plausible argument that today’s real
interest rates are well below those typical throughout the 19 century, when less volatile
inflation rates make inference from ex- post realised returns a more valid technique. [Miles
2005]
It is possible therefore that we now face real interest rates lower than has been typical
throughout the whole previous history of modern market economies.
The part of Exhibit 5’s story which is most easy to explain is the fall to extremely low levels –
indeed for a time negative levels – after the crisis of 2008. Debt overhang and private sector
deleveraging placed downward pressure on market driven long rates. Large public debt
issues could in principle have been a countervailing force , but any resulting tendency for
rates to rise has been offset by central bank action, with short-term policy rates held at the
zero bound, forward guidance to influence expectations over the medium-term, and QE
used to flatten the long end of the yield curve.
But as Exhibit 5 makes clear, the 20 years before the crisis had already seen a very major
reduction.
So why did this longer term fall in real interest rates occur? Theory suggests that it must
have been because ex-ante desired savings rose relative to ex-ante desired investment.25
Explanations therefore concentrate on either a rise in ex ante desired savings or a fall in ex
ante desired investment.
The savings explanation often focuses on China and other large current-account surplus
countries. Ben Bernanke argued in 2005 that high Chinese savings rates, in excess even of
China’s high rate of investment, had generated demand for US government bonds,
depressing yields. [Bernanke 2005] The ex-ante desired global savings rate may thus have
risen relative to desired global investment. It is credible that this is part of the explanation,
rebalancing of the Chinese economy is certainly an important policy priority for global
macro stability.
25

Reference to section 2 point that savings not determined by rational collective process.
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But Chinese surpluses large enough to have a significant impact on the global
savings/investment balance only arose in the five years or so before the 2008 financial crisis,
whereas the fall in real yields began some 15 years before that. An alternative or additional
explanation in terms of falling advanced economy investment may therefore be required.
Larry Summers has advanced such a case within the context of his discussion of “secular
stagnation” Real interest rates, he has observed, were at historically low levels in the
decade before the crisis, credit growth was rapid, but nominal and real growth were only
adequate, in line with inflation targets and real growth potential, rather than excessive. The
explanation, he suggests, might lie in low underlying investment demand.
Work by McKinsey Global Institute in 2009, provides some support for this hypothesis,
suggesting that falling advanced economy investment as a percent of GDP played a bigger
role in driving lower real interest rates than the rise in Chinese or other savings rates
(Exhibit 36). Business investment in many advanced economies has indeed been on a
downward trend. Many large corporate are sitting on large cash balances. Many indeed
have become net holders of financial assets, rather than net borrowers from the financial
system. In the UK, borrowing by businesses outside the commercial real estate sector has
fallen as a percent of GDP in the last 25 years, (Exhibit 37) Some sectors, such as
manufacturing, have at times been net depositors into the banking system.26
One possible explanation for this phenomenon has been advanced by Andrew Smithers,
who suggests that modern remuneration practices create perverse incentives for managers
to privilege financial engineering over real investment. [Smithers 2014]
But an alternative explanation is that many businesses simply face declining investment
needs, because of the falling price of many capital goods, resulting from the trends in
information and communications technology described in Section 1. Thus:


Information and communication technology investment plays an increasingly
important role as the driver of productivity growth in many companies.



It keeps falling in price as a result of Moore’s law and the zero cost of software
replication.



Aggregate ex-ante desired/required business investment demand thus falls, driving a
fall in the real interest rate.

Thus the phenomenon of “equity value creation without investment” considered in Section
1, may be a key explanation of the two decade-long fall in real interest rates.
Those low interest rates in turn carried implications both for the rise in W/Y ratio
considered in Section 2, and for the rise in leverage and resulting financial instability,
considered in Section 3.


26

Falling real interest rates implied higher capital values relative to capital income
streams. They thus gave further impetus to the rise in the W/Y ratio, driving up

See Turner 2010 in LSE The Future of Finance.
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prices of both equities and real estate markets27. Exhibit 18 illustrated the rise in
urban real estate rents, reflecting fundamental consumer preference factors: the
impact of this on real estate prices was further magnified by lower interest rates.
Increases in price, in turn, then generated expectations which drove investment in
pursuit of capital gain.


Low long-term interest rates also facilitated increased mortgage market growth,
particularly in those markets, such as the US, where mortgages are priced relative to
long-term interest rates. They therefore directly stimulated the increase in leverage.



In addition low long-term rates gave major impetus to the “search for yield” which
created demand for mortgage and other securities, and for the apparent wonders of
financial innovation. Pension funds and other long-term investors facing risk-free
real yields of only 1.5%, rather than the over 3% available in the late 1980s, were
highly susceptible to investment banker claims that clever structuring and use of
derivatives had enabled them to create securities which delivered additional yield
without commensurate additional risk.

Lower real interest rates can thus play a key role in magnifying the overall impact on W/Y of
the technological factors considered in Section 1. Thus (Exhibit 38):


In a world of “equity value creation without investment” low demand for capital
goods depresses real interest rates.



But low real interest rates give further impetus to the rise in asset prices (in
particular real estate prices) relative to current prices.



The phenomenon of “wealth accumulation without explicit savings” (i.e. without
deferred consumption) is therefore magnified.



And further magnified by rising leverage which is both a response to rising asset
prices and which (at least for a time) still further stimulates that rise.

Lower demand for savings to finance new capital investment, thus drove a fall in interest
rates which, along with expectations of rising real estate prices, stimulated borrowing to
purchase existing real estate.
Two questions could be raised in challenge to this hypothesis:


Why did the increasing demand for credit to buy existing real estate not offset the
impact of low demand for capital investment, leaving the equilibrium real interest
rate unchanged?



Is it really true that investment needs in advanced economies have reduced?

Existing real estate, credit demand and the interest rate
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And also of government and corporate bonds.
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My answer to the first question, posed in a recent meeting by Larry Summers, is set out in
Appendix 3. The essence lies in the fact that credit and money creation, and existing asset
price increases, carry no necessary implications for the balance of ex-ante (or ex post)
savings and investment, and thus no necessary implications for the equilibrium interest rate.
This is because:


As stressed in section 3, banks do not lend out existing money, but create money
and credit de novo; bank lending creates its own funding; nobody has to be induced
to defer consumption to make such lending possible.



Lending to purchase existing real estate, and increases in the price of that real
estate, do not carry necessary, direct and fully proportional consequences for
increased nominal demand whether in an investment or consumption form.



There is therefore an asymmetry: lower interest rates can stimulate real estate
credit and asset price booms, but without that increased lending/borrowing driving
any necessary offsetting tendency for the interest rate to rise.

But have investment needs really reduced?
We observe declining business investment as a percent of GDP; but many commentators
are convinced that advanced economies need to invest more in areas of infrastructure –
meaning for instance transport, power supply, or green energy. Can we reconcile this
perspective with the hypothesis that declining real interest rates are explained by a
declining business investment requirement?
The answer here may lie in distinguishing between different categories of investment,
subject to very different price trends, and with different factors determining whether actual
investment is in line with a socially optimal level. The need for investment of the sort which
purely private non-real estate companies typically finance may be declining, even while
there exist unmet investment needs which require greater support from public policy
I suggest therefore a tentative hypothesis based on the distinction between investment in
“machines”, in “real estate”, and in “infrastructure”.
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By “machines” I mean all the forms of equipment and robots, the information
systems and software and the apps, in which purely private businesses in multiple
sectors (manufacturing, retailing, media) need to invest in order to produce their
goods and services. On average the dollar cost of this investment is falling rapidly
under the impact of the technological factors considered in Section 1. There are not
in general unmet “needs” in this category of investment28: rather required
investment as a percent of GDP is falling; real interest rates have fallen as a result.



Real estate investment (residential and commercial) meanwhile accounts for an
increasing percentage of private business investment; costs of construction are not
subject to the same ICT driven reductions. But in this category too socially optimal

Small business innovation point
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investment needs are adequately met by the private financial system. Indeed given
the bias of the system to lend against real estate, and the interrelated nature of
credit and asset price cycles in both existing real estate and new real estate
construction, there is a danger of occasional excessive investment of this sort.


But an increasing proportion of socially optimal investment is also accounted for by
“infrastructure”.29 And achieving an optimal level of this investment may require
some combination of:


The intelligent design of regulatory regimes (for instance as relating to future
energy market competition and prices).



Public-private partnerships.



And in some cases pure public investment.

If these requirements are not in place, infrastructure investment may be below the socially
optimal level.
It is therefore I suggest possible that we might face inadequate infrastructure investment,
even while pure private business investment in non-infrastructure is perfectly adequate
despite falling as a percentage of GDP as ICT intensive capital goods fall in price.
An economy with such varying trends in the balance between need and supply in different
categories of investment, will however have very different dynamics from one in which
private investment in “machines” accounted for the dominant share of total investment.

5. Complex interconnections, fundamental factors and a new/old economy
Exhibit 39 sets out the multiple complex interconnections described in the previous
sections.
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The extraordinary progress of information and communications technology drives
both increasing inequality and the phenomenon of massive equity value creation
with little investment. Inequality in turn contributes to the rising credit intensity of
growth; and equity value without investment drives a higher W/Y ratio.



But rapid technological progress also drives rising (if unequally distributed) income,
and that drives both demand for brands and design, and for locationally specific
property. Further impetus to the rising W/Y ratio results.



The falling cost of capital goods, driven by technology, also results in low ex-ante
investment demand, which produces lower real interest rates. These in turn
facilitate rising leverage; and higher leverage both produces and is stimulated by
rising property prices.



Rising W/Y feeds back to rising inequality.

Investment in science as another possible area of underinvestment
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Debt contracts and differential access to and pricing of credit in turn exacerbate
inequality.



And the rising credit intensity of growth, produces rising leverage, which results in
financial instability, debt overhang and post-crisis recession.

Underlying these multiple and self-reinforcing connections, however, it is useful to identify
the fundamental factors at work. I suggest there are four:


Information and communication technology. The case which Brynjolfsonn and
McAfee make is compelling: this technology is highly distinctive and powerful in its
economic effect. The end point of the trends they describe is a world in which we
have automated everything that can be automated – in which robots powered by
solar energy perform an ever-increasing number of functions, and crucially, build
evermore robots to perform more functions. This end point will for long and perhaps
forever belong to science fiction30 . But it is worth noting that if did we reach that
end point the implications for social welfare would be ambivalent. At one level it
would be nirvana – the challenge of production permanently and completely solved.
But it might also be a world of enormous inequalities in which the ownership and
inheritance of irreproducible assets played a very important role. The more we head
in that direction, the more unequal our society may be.



Consumer preference, and remember here that what matters for the shape of the
economy is not the un-weighted average all consumer preferences, one person one
vote, but consumer preferences weighted by the unequal distribution of income. If
at least some people get considerably richer, they will I suspect choose to spend an
increasing percentage of their income on goods and services which are brand and
design intensive, and in competing for the ownership of positional goods, in
particular locationally specific property. They may also seek – in pursuit of life-cycle
or bequest motivations – to save a proportion of their income which is only
compatible with maintained nominal demand if other (poorer) people dis-save.



Credit and money, which banks can create in infinite quantities. An infinite potential
which, if it expresses itself in investment or consumption expenditure which forms
part of nominal GDP, may be constrained by the action of an inflation targeting
central bank. But which if it finances competition for the ownership of already
existing assets, can produce relentlessly rising leverage and asset prices, at least until
the crisis occurs.
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Press reviews suggest that Jeremy Rifkin’s forthcoming book on the “The Zero Marginal Cost Society” attempts a
description of that end point. [Rifkin 2014] He also suggests that a possible consequence is “Collaborative Commons and
the Eclipse of Capitalism”. And it is true that if capital goods continue to collapse in price via the impact of Moore’s law and
zero cost replication, one possible implication is that returns to “capital” accumulated out of investment/saving disappear.
But if in this economy there continue to be either inherently irreproducible assets, such as desirable urban land or land
with vital raw materials, and if brands, intellectual property rights, and network externality effects result in high returns to
capital/ rents even where the relevant assets could in theory be replicated at low cost, then the result might not be an
eclipse of capitalism but an extremely unequal variant of capitalism.
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Inelastic supply or wholly reproducible capital assets, whose supply cannot easily be
expanded by new capital investment. Real estate and the land on which it sits is the
most important such asset. But brands and intellectual property rights are also key.
Building a new Facebook would not take many engineer years: but Facebook’s
$170bn equity value is underpinned by brand, IPR, and network externality effects.

These four factors, I suggest, have a very important influence on the shape and dynamics of
the modern economy, and may do so increasingly in future.
So what does that modern economy look like? It is (Exhibit 40):


Both hi-tech and hi-touch. An economy in which robots and software and apps play a
pervasive role, but were brands, design and irreproducible land are also of great
value. And an economy where, because every function which can be automated is
automated, employment is concentrated in functions such as face-to-face services
which cannot be automated, but in many cases at low wages.



An economy where “wealth is back”, and in which we see equity value creation
without investment, and wealth accumulation without saving.



It is, unless we take deliberate action to prevent it, increasingly unequal.



And it is, unless we take deliberate action, inherently susceptible to instability

Strangely in some ways (though certainly not all) it is more similar to pre-industrial society
than was the mid-20th century economy which resulted from the maturing of the first
machine age. Wealth is back, land is back, and inheritance of capital is more important.

6. Implications for economics
Modern macro economics and finance theory failed to provide us with any forewarning of
the 2008 financial crisis. Worse indeed, the dominant orthodoxies strongly asserted either
that developments in the financial system were of no macro consequences provided
inflation was low and stable, or that financial deepening and innovation were making a
powerful contribution to increased financial and macroeconomic stability.
Many of the assumptions and methodologies which underpinned modern macro-economics
and finance need to be challenged and changed. The hypotheses I have presented in this
lecture suggest four areas in particular where more focus is required and/or where greater
integration is needed between different areas of economic thinking.


Capital asset stocks. The importance of capital stocks needs greater focus, building
on Piketty’s ground-breaking work. As Piketty points out, the development of
national statistics on capital stocks has lagged far behind the development of
national income and account flow data. That in turn has both reflected and
contributed to a lack of theoretical focus on the implications of accumulated capital
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stocks, on the mix between reproducible and irreproducible assets, and on the
implications of movements in relative price.


Economic rent. The role of rent, i.e. of income derived from categories of
irreproducible capital, also merits closer attention. As real estate grows as a share of
wealth, real estate rents grow as a share of income. And across the high-tech hightouch modern economy, it is likely that an increasing share of income will derive
from the ownership of brands, intellectual property rights, and market positions
which deliver network externality benefits. When land accounted for a large
proportion of all wealth in the 18th and early 19th centuries, it was obvious to
economists such as David Ricardo that the determination of rental income was an
important issue of economic enquiry. It is increasingly again in the modern economy.



Private credit and money creation, and resulting debt contracts. To a quite striking
extent, the role of banks in creating credit, money and purchasing power, was
written out of the script of modern macro-economics. The insights of earlier
economists such as Knut Wicksell, Friedrich Hayek and Irving Fisher were forgotten
or ignored, and the work of Hyman Minsky was marginalised. This “strange amnesia
of modern macro-economics” needs to be corrected31. And the importance of debt
stocks, and the level of private leverage, needs to be recognised as of primary
importance.



Technology, inequality and macro-economics. Many economists have written on the
potentially different impacts of different technologies. . Many others have focused
specifically on the distribution of income. But that work, at least until very recently,
has been only rarely integrated with macroeconomic theory, to identify potential
implications for financial system dynamics, stock aggregates, and macro stability.

Cutting across these different areas, there are also two important methodological points.
Insights into important dynamics are as likely to be revealed by empirical analysis of longterm historical trends as by abstract mathematical theory: and insights from earlier
generations of economists often trigger thoughts relevant to today’s economy. Empirical
analysis, economic history, and the history of economic thought have crucial roles to play in
enabling us to understand the challenges of the modern economy.
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Turner 2013 considered the intellectual story of this "strange amnesia"
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7. Implications for policy
The policies followed before the 2008 crisis failed to prevent it. In its wake major financial
reforms have been introduced. These include higher capital and liquidity standards: more
effective bank resolution procedures: measures to address risks in derivatives trading: and
structural reforms such as ring fencing. For four and a half years I was closely involved in
these reforms: I believe we achieved a lot.
But while these reforms are valuable, they will be insufficient to ensure a more stable
financial system and economy over the long term. And they cannot, by definition, address
the wider social challenges posed by the trends considered in this lecture.
Alongside a reform programme focused on the financial system itself, wider policy changes
are therefore essential. These need to focus in particular on:


Reducing inequality or at least containing its further rise. This is important to
financial stability, but also in and of itself. In the face of the technological trends
discussed in Section 1, however, it is unlikely that the standard political response “lets increase people’s skills “- will prove sufficient32 . As Brynjolfsonn and McAfee
discuss, more direct redistributive policies such as high minimum wages or
guaranteed citizenship incomes may be required.



Managing the dynamics of a real estate intensive economy. As I suggested in Section
3 and Appendix 1, the fact that much investment in a modern economy is in real
estate, and much lending against real estate, is inherent. But we need to recognise
and contain the potential for instability which this unleashes. Policies relating to the
supply of new real estate, and to its taxation, will likely prove as important to
financial and macroeconomic stability as reforms specifically focused on the financial
system itself.



Managing the quantity and mix of credit creation. Different categories of credit
perform different economic functions: and a free financial system left to itself will
inevitably create “too much of the wrong sort of debt”. This tendency moreover
cannot be constrained through the use of the interest rate lever alone.33 A range of
quantitative macro-prudential tools, and greater integration between monetary
policy and macro prudential policy is therefore essential. My recent lecture in
Frankfurt sets out some of the specific policy levers required. They include
establishing capital weights for lending against real estate higher than result from
purely private assessments of lending risk; and imposing constraints on borrowers as
well as lenders, via for instance maximum loan-to-value or loan-to-income ratios.
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Increasing skills may be insufficient because of the power of winner take all effects. In many sectors of the economy,
high returns accrue to people who have the highest relative skill, whatever the average skill level of the entire workforce.
33

See Turner 2014 for this argument which rests on the heterogeneity of the elasticity of response of different sectors of
the economy to interest rate changes.
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8. What about secular stagnation?

Finally what about secular stagnation? Do we actually face it, what is it, and how does it relate to the
four trends considered this evening?
I think it is useful to distinguish three separate propositions which people seem to have in mind

when they use that term.


First, the fact that recovery from the 2008 crisis has been so slow and weak. That is
clear, and I argue in Appendix 1 and in Turner 2014 that the fundamental reason is
the strength of the debt overhang effect. But that in itself does not indicate that we
face a secular i.e. truly long term problem.



Second, a supply-side proposition that we might be facing an inevitable slowdown in
attainable productivity growth, which combined with technological drivers of
increased inequality, results in some people no longer receiving any increase in
prosperity. Robert Gordon has argued that such a slowdown has occurred and will
continue to be important. Brynjolfsonn and McAfee, as discussed in Section 1,
provide compelling arguments for believing that new technology will create greater
inequality. And while Brynjolfsonn and McAfee’s optimism about the capacity of new
technologies to transform economic activities may seem at odds with Gordon’s
pessimism about the average pace of productivity growth, the dichotomy is not as
absolute as it seems. It could be that we will face an accelerating pace of automation
of all the economic functions that can possibly be automated, but as a result an
increasing percentage of employment and economic output taking the form of faceto-face services which inherently cannot be automated. Dramatic technological
change could be accompanied not only by increasing inequality but also by a
slowdown in the average pace of cross-economy productivity growth, in line with
William Baumol’s 1967 analysis of the Macro economics of Unbalanced Growth.
[Baumol 1967]
But whatever the answer to these issues, they relate to the supply rather than the
demand side of the economy, and at least initially “secular stagnation” was a
demand-side concept.



Third , the proposition put forward by Larry Summers at an IMF Economic Forum in
November 2013 [Summers 2013] that even before the 2008 crisis we had moved
into a world where “natural and equilibrium interest rates have fallen significantly
below zero” and where therefore monetary policy is ineffective at achieving full
capacity output and employment. He noted that the lower interest rates which
resulted produced “too much easy money, too much borrowing, too much wealth”,
but without pressure on inflation, and without unemployment falling to any really
low level. Thus “even a great bubble was not enough to produce any excess in
aggregate demand”.

What I am proposing is a variant of that third proposition in which
34



The collapsing price of “machines” drives reduced business investment demand, and
thus reduces the equilibrium interest rate.



Rising inequality, if it had not been offset by increased borrowing, would have
resulted in a reduction in consumption demand.



The fall in interest rates not only facilitated increased consumption borrowing, but
also stimulated real estate booms which in part took a real new construction form
(thus offsetting the potential fall in investment aggregate demand), and in part a pure
existing asset boom of the sort described in Appendix 3.

As a result, we did not experience in the years before the crisis deficiencies of demand in line with
classic Keynesian or Marxist concepts of “secular stagnation. But the adequate demand which we did
observe was accompanied by rising levels of private leverage which were bound to lead eventually
to crisis, debt overhang and post-crisis recession.
We faced the possibility of “secular stagnation” which we offset through credit intensive growth,
and we are now struggling with the consequences.

**************************
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Appendix 1: The problem with debt

This appendix provides a brief summary of key arguments relating to the economic function
and implications of debt contracts which are set out in detail in “Escaping the debt
addiction: monetary and macro-prudential policy in the post crisis world”. [Turner 2014]
Exhibit 4 illustrates the relentless growth in private sector leverage as a % of GDP. But
before the crisis the dominant orthodoxy believed this was not a problem.
Central banks and modern monetary theory had gravitated to the belief that achieving low
and stable inflation was sufficient for financial and macroeconomic stability, and that the
details of the financial system and of aggregate real sector balance sheets could be largely
ignored. As Olivier Blanchard, chief economist of the IMF, noted in October 2012, we
“assumed that we could ignore much of the details of the financial system”. Mervyn King at
the same time noted that the dominant New Keynesian model of monetary economics
“lacks an account of financial intermediation, so money, credit and banking play no
meaningful role”. [King 2012]
Finance theory meanwhile stressed the positive benefits of debt contracts, explaining why
“non-state contingent” debt contracts helped make possible capital investment which
would not occur if all flows of finance from savers to entrepreneurs had to take an equity
form. [Townsend 1979]34 Empirical studies meanwhile appeared to suggest that increasing
Bank Credit to GDP was positively correlated with growth. [Levine 2004] The key concern
expressed was that in some emerging economies bank credit to GDP ratios might be too
low.
Increasingly this benign assessment has been challenged. Moritz Schularick and Alan Taylor
find no evidence that the increase in private sector leverage over the half-century before
the crisis has been positive for growth. [Schularick and Taylor 2009] Steve Cechetti, former
chief economist at the Bank for International Settlements, has argued that the relationship
between private leverage and growth is an inverse U, increasing across some range of
values, but falling beyond some level. [Cechetti and Kharroubi 2012]
These conclusions are compelling. Indeed it is clear that the very feature which makes debt
contracts useful – their “non-state contingent” character – also makes them dangerous.
In the upswing of the cycle, debt contracts fool us – we think that they are less risky than
they are. As Hyman Minsky and Friedrich Hayek described, debt finance, while crucial to
investment, can also drive over investment cycles. [Minsky 1986, Hayek 1929] As Andrei
Shleifer et al have described, the very fact that debt contracts usually pay out in full, can
lead investors in good times to ignore the downward tail of the distribution of possible
results, investing in credit securities which “owed their very existence to neglected risks.”
34

The argument is essentially that with equity contracts there is a problem of "costly state verification". Investors are
unable ahead of an investment to make informed assessments of likely project economics, and unable even after a project
is complete to make a full assessment of returns. Potential investors are therefore in a vulnerable position relative to
entrepreneur/borrowers: non-state contingent contacts contracts overcome this a symmetry of knowledge
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[Gennaioili, Shleifer and Vishny 2010] Much lending to US sub-prime mortgage borrowers,
packaged into credit securities and sold to investors, would never have existed but for this
effect.
In the downswing of the cycle meanwhile, once confidence has fallen and lenders have
become acutely aware of risks, the existence of debt contracts can impose a strongly
deflationary impact on the economy. This impact, described by Irving Fisher in his classic
Debt- deflation article [Fisher 1933] derives from three effects:


The rigidities of bankruptcy and default which can produce business interruption and
trigger fire sale losses. As Ben Bernanke has observed “in a complete markets world
bankruptcy would never be observed” [Bernanke 2004]. In the real world, defaults
cause economic disruption.



The necessity of debt rollover, and thus of new lending supply, which may be
impaired if banks suffer losses and if banks/investors suddenly become more risk
averse.



And the “debt overhang” effect, with highly leveraged borrowers (household or
company) reducing consumption or investment in an attempt to pay down debt.

The debt overhang effect is particularly important. As Gauti Eggertsson and Paul Krugman
have described, it derives from the asymmetry of response between net debtors and net
creditors – the former feeling compelled to cut expenditure, the latter under no matching
assumption to increase it [Eggertson and Krugman 2012].
And as Richard Koo described [Koo 2008], it is the best explanation of Japan’s two decades
of very low growth and deflation. After the over-exuberant credit and property price boom
of the 1980s burst in 1990, Japanese companies felt overleveraged and became determined
to pay down debt. This imposed a major deflationary impetus which would have resulted in
a real great depression if public deficits had not risen in an offsetting fashion. The result
however was that government debt to GDP has risen relentlessly, reaching 230% on a gross
basis and 130% net.
Excessive leverage in Japan has not gone away: it has simply shifted from the private to the
public sector.
Exactly the same debt overhang effect also explains the slowness and weakness of the post
2008 crisis in the other advanced economies; and exactly the same shift of leverage from
private to public sector has occurred in response.
Contrary to the benign assumptions of the pre-crisis orthodoxy, there are therefore strong
arguments for believing that:


Excessive credit growth is a key driver of financial instability and crisis.



Once crisis occurs, the level of private leverage matters: the higher the level, the
deeper and more lasting is the debt overhang effect and the slower and weaker the
post crisis recovery.
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Beyond some level too much private sector leverage is dangerous. The pre-crisis
orthodoxy was that that bank credit/ GDP was positive for growth. That was valid
over a range of values – e.g, 30% was almost certainly better than 10%. But neither
theory nor empirical evidence supports the belief that the relationship is linear and
limitless.

The growth of leverage shown on Exhibit 4, and the resulting post-crisis debt overhang
effect is the most important reason why the 2008 crisis has had such a profoundly harmful
effect.
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Appendix 2: Real Estate development and lending in the modern economy

Real estate accounts for a large and increasing share of all wealth in most advanced
economies: and lending against real estate accounts for the vast majority of all lending. This
has consequences for financial stability. These derive in particular from the fact that
locationally specific real estate, and the land on which it sits, is in inelastic supply. As a result
lending against real estate has great potential to generate self-reinforcing credit and asset
price cycles to which inflation targeting central banks do not respond, but which eventually
create crisis, post-crisis debt overhang, attempted deleveraging and recession.
But it does not follow that lending against real estate real estate development is in any
sense socially useless. Rather our challenge is that


Real estate is bound to play an increasing role in a modern economy, and its
effective development is essential to optimal social welfare.



But the inherent tendency for economies to become more real estate intensive has
inevitable consequences for financial and macroeconomic instability which we need
to recognise and manage.

Real estate development is bound to play an increasing role in a modern economy, because
of both technological and consumer preference effects.


Technology “Machines” have been and remain crucial to the productivity growth
which drives increasing prosperity. By “machines” we mean all those combinations
of hardware and software – factory equipment, transport equipment, information
systems etc. – which enable us to automate economic activities which were
previously manual or to perform in an automated fashion activities which never
previously existed. But many forms of “machine” are collapsing in price as a result of
Moore’s law and zero cost software replication. Real estate and infrastructure –
building houses, offices, bridges, highways and shopping centres, is not subject to
the same cost trend. As a result it increases in relative importance.



Consumer preference. As people on average get richer, they make choices about
how to spend their increasing income. Some categories of expenditure display
income elasticity below one: others above one. Among the above one categories are
expenditure devoted to competing for the ownership of locationally desirable
housing and expenditure on consumer services such as restaurants, or hotels, which
require real estate or infrastructure investment. These consumer preference effects
give further impetus to the increasing relative importance of real estate within both
the capital asset stocks and the investment flows of increasingly rich societies.



And the quality of housing and commercial real estate development – whether it
creates attractive urban spaces, whether it is energy-efficient, whether it has good
design values – plays an important role in human welfare in societies where more
basic needs, such as adequate food and basic housing, have already been satisfied
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Given the importance of real estate, lending against real estate it is bound to account for a
large share of all bank and non-bank lending.
Lending to real estate developers plays an important role in financing real estate capital
investment. In general, as finance theory has suggested, non-state contingent debt
contracts enable mobilisation of savings which would not be possible if all investment had
to take an equity form (see Appendix 1). Lending to finance real estate development is a
subset of this socially useful “lending to finance capital investment.”
Real estate collateral also is often used to provide security to banks lending to companies
who use the funds to finance non-real estate capital investment. Many SMEs, in all sectors,
are financed by loans against property.
And residential mortgage markets could play an important role even if they were irrelevant
to new capital investment:


Imagine a society with zero population growth which already possessed a housing
stock sufficient to meet consumer preferences for housing services. Gross
investment in the housing stock would be equal to depreciation: there would be no
new net investment.



In this society it would be possible to operate without a mortgage market, but only
under some highly unrealistic “homogeneity” assumptions. If all people occupy the
same position in the income distribution hierarchy as their parents and
grandparents: if all chose to spend the same share of income on housing services; if
all people died at the same age, and if all families had two children; if houses of the
same size and quality commanded equal prices in all regions of the country; and if
there were no inheritance taxes, or at least none relevant to people who only owned
one house. Then one could imagine an intergenerational transfer of housing assets
which worked entirely via inheritance with, for instance, grandparents dying at age
90 leaving equal shares of houses to their grandchildren aged 30.



But if we have heterogeneity of family size, of age of death, of income relative into
inheritance, of consumer preferences for housing services relative to income, or
across regions, then a residential mortgage markets can play a crucial role in
lubricating the inter-generational transfer and the intra-generational trading of
housing assets, and in enabling optimal smoothing of consumption across people’s
life cycles.



And it could play these important and socially useful functions even if the entire
mortgage market was completely irrelevant to any new investment in the economy.

Any idea that we should demonise real estate development or real estate lending is
therefore absurd.
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But it is the very fact that real estate is bound to play a large and increasing role within a
modern economy, which makes it essential to recognise and respond to the resulting risks.
These risks can arise from excessive lending against existing real estate or from excessive
lending to finance new real estate development. In practice the two phenomenon are
usually combined and interlinked.


Lending against existing real estate could generate economic instability even if there
were no increase in new construction. It can generate self-reinforcing cycles of the
sort shown in Exhibits A and B, which eventually produce crisis, debt overhang
effects and deflation. And it can do this even if there is no feed through to higher
investment or consumption ahead of the crisis (Appendix 3 set out this possibility).
The UK pre-crisis housing credit boom was primarily, but not entirely, a boom in the
price of existing housing assets.



But in the real world, lending against existing real estate often also generates an
excessive construction boom, as the rise in the price of existing houses (or
commercial real estate) increases the incentive for developers to undertake new
construction. This was the pre-crisis pattern in Spain, Ireland and parts of the US.
Excess construction booms in turn, exacerbate the deflationary problems created by
debt overhang, since in addition the economy has to cope with the challenge of
reallocating labour resources from the construction to other sectors of the economy.

As a result, while real estate lending is bound to account for a large proportion of all lending
in advanced economies, we need to recognise that free financial systems have a bias to
generate more real estate lending that is socially optimal, particularly in the upswing of the
cycle but also on average over the long term.
Essentially, lending against real estate generates potential social externality effects which
are not captured by private assessments of the riskiness of lending. As a result, public policy
must lean against the bias of the system. Turner 2014 discusses policy levers available to do
so. They include:


Setting capital requirements for real estate lending higher than result from private
“internal rating based” assessments of risk.



Using counter cyclical capital requirements aggressively and on a sectoral specific
basis (i.e. applied only to real estate lending) to slow real estate credit and asset
price booms.



Imposing borrower as well as lender constraints, for instance via maximum loan-tovalue or loan-to-income ratios or via the enforcement of strict underwriting
standards which prohibit reliance on expectations of future property price increase.
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Appendix 3: Existing real estate, credit demand and the interest rate

Section 4 considers the fall in real interest rates. Logically this must have derived from rise in
ex ante desired savings relative to ex-ante desired investment. The hypothesis suggested in
section 4 is that falling ex-ante investment demand – driven by a falling price of capital
goods – may have been important. Section 4 also argued that the fall in the interest rate
may have helped stimulate an increase in borrowing to purchase existing real estate.
But this clearly prompts the question: why did the increasing demand for credit to buy
existing real estate not offset the low demand for capital investment, leaving the
equilibrium real interest rate unchanged, or at least not as low as it actually was?
I suggest that the answer lies in the fact that credit and money creation, and price increases
of existing assets, carry no necessary implications for the balance of ex-ante (or ex-post)
savings and investment, and thus no necessary implications for the equilibrium interest rate.
This is because:


As stressed in section 3, banks do not lend out existing money, but create money
and credit de novo: bank lending creates its own funding: nobody has to be induced
to defer consumption to make such lending possible.



Lending to purchase existing real estate, and increases in the price of that real
estate, do not carry necessary, direct and fully proportional consequences for
increased nominal demand whether in an investment or consumption form.



There is therefore an asymmetry – lower interest rates can stimulate real estate
credit and asset price booms, but without that increased lending/borrowing driving
any necessary offsetting tendency for the interest rate to rise.

This appendix explains the first two points in more detail.

Bank lending creates its own funding
Suppose that we start with a banking system which has loans of 100, deposits of 89, and
equity of 11. It is subject to a 10% capital requirement. Now imagine that either as a result
of changed expectations of future property price increases, and/or as a result of a fall in
interest rates, there is an increased desire to borrow money to purchase already existing
real estate which is in absolute fixed supply
Suppose that 10 more loans are made. This will result in loans of 110, deposits 99 (as the
vendors receive money from house sales), and equity of 11. The additional loans granted,
interacting with a fixed supply of real estate, produce an increase in property prices. Further
growth of loans is now constrained by the equity requirement.
Up to this point, however, there has been an expansion of both credit and deposit money
but no increase in savings.
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And if some of the holders of deposit money chose to switch that claim against the bank to
an equity claim, the process could be repeated ad infinitum.
An increase in bank lending and deposit money does not therefore require anyone to make
savings out of income – it does not require a deferral of consumption. It therefore does not
necessitate any increase in the interest rate in order to bring forward additional savings.
Nor does it have any direct consequences for either investment or consumption. Its first
round effect is simply that there is more credit outstanding, more money balances, and
higher prices for existing real estate, but no change in either I or C.
Possible subsequent effects
The increase in the quantity of money, and the increase in the price of real estate, could
however have knock-on consequences for investment or consumption and perhaps for
interest rates. Thus it is possible that:


Higher prices for existing real estate may stimulate new real estate construction,
financed by yet more lending. Unlike lending to finance the purchase of existing real
estate, this would have a direct impact on aggregate nominal demand in the
economy. Essentially this is a Tobin’s Q effect: the market price of real estate rising
above its replacement cost, and thus creating an incentive for investment.



Higher prices for existing real estate, plus the existence of larger deposit money
balances, could stimulate investment in other sectors of the economy as (i) people
with increased money balances use these to buy other assets such as equities (ii) this
raises the market price of equities in other sectors of the economy above
replacement cost (Tobin’s Q >1) (iii) an incentive is therefore created new
investment. Again if this occurs, aggregate nominal demand will increase.



Higher household sector wealth, deriving from the increase in property prices, and
whether still held in property form or in money balances held by sellers, will
stimulate increased consumption.

Through any of these three routes nominal demand could be increased. In turn, if the
economy were close to full capacity, this would produce an increase in inflation, to which an
inflation targeting central bank would respond by raising interest rates.
But while these effects are possible, there is no reason to assume that they are fully
proportional i.e. no reason to believe that knock-on consequences of lending against
existing real estate will be equal to the value of lending extended. Part of the increase in
lending can produce simply a rise in the balance sheet stocks of credit, money and asset
values, which is not accompanied by increasing flows of either investment or consumption.
Lending against existing real estate can thus help explain the phenomenon of rising private
sector leverage without any apparent threat to inflation targets.
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But while rising private sector leverage of this sort may never result in inflationary
pressures, it increases the vulnerability of the economy to financial crisis, debt overhang and
post-crisis recession
The essential theoretical point underlying this argument is that:


Long-term market interest rates reflect the interaction of ex-ante desired savings
and investment



But credit and money creation do not require or necessarily produce any fully
proportionate change in either savings or investment.
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